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Ur-"ED STATES DEPARTMENT O”-\USTICE SHO 3 ad) Se a 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION . / “7 

Charlotte, North Carolina f 
‘December 9, 1962 S. 

a 

RE: LEE HARVEY OSUALD ~ 
. INTERNAL SECURITY — RUSSIA * — 

——_ 

JOHN ERMIL Jereznnr/ ’ 

Myinnian MORRIS DEAN, inmate, North Carolina Prison Department, Blanch, North Carolina, was interviewed on December » 1963, at which time he advised he was form rly an inmate at the Florida Penitentiary, Raiford, Florida, for two and one . os ' . half yeara, eerving a sentence for breaking, and: entering while   
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on escape from North Carolina. He stated he wa3 released to the North Carolina authorities September 22 19537 to complete 25 to £5 year sentence-for_esafe cracking 

le stated while at Raiford, he was the cellmate of JOHN (JACK) FREEMAN for 1 year | ~PREEMAN Was outspoken pro-CASTRO and 
pro-Communiet.. 

E: them, was flown back to the coast of Florida, where ‘the ‘parachuted 7 down and got other planes to/ 
be - considerable time in Guia. / 

FREEMAN claimed he had flown planes to Cuca, left $ 

fly to Cuba. He, FREEMAN, had epent 

- ‘pf’ ” 

FREEMAN etated“vhen arrested in Miami, Florida » on bigany charge he had a large’supply of taty bottle nipples in his -_ 7 poseession which“were to te used as eilencers on guns. FREEBAN “ 
epoke constantly of the advantagee of communism and with So 
admiration for the CASTRO regime. DEAN stated that FREEMAN vas . able to get into the penitentiary all kinds of communist literature which {he tried to get other inmates to read. . of 

Toran etated when LEE HARVEY OSUATD was involved in an » 
affray in New Orleans,.Lou‘siana, last spring, he recalls FREEMAN 
had a radid and listened to the broadcast from New Orleans acout 
the pro-CASTRO group in that city and their activities. FREEMAN 
made the statement that OSHALD was "hie buddy" and that he ctelongec 

_ to the same outfit as OSWALD. FREEMAN also made the statement that 
President KENNEDY would be killed before his term was up and 
it would occur in Texas.J FREEMAN also stated that after the 
President wae killed and “They took over" then the Governors 
and the Sheriffe would be killed. FREEMAN asked DEAN if he Imew 
the Sheriff of Hernando County, Florida, where DEAN lived . 

DEAN‘replied he did and ales most of the 
Deputies. The next day FREEMAN told DEAN the name of that 

is docament contins neither 
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it and its contents are not to 
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Sheriff, his address, and also the correct names and addresses of the Sheriff's Deputies. FREEMAN claimed es 'They" had the names of every Sheriff in the United States listed with their addresses s5 that they could be killed. 
DEAN stated FREEMAN originally was from indiana, and described FREEMAN as follows: . 

Race: 
White Sex: 
Male Age: . 31-22 years Hair: Sandy 

Height: - 5tg" Weight: ~ 165 pounds . 
DEAN stated FREEMAN claimed to have been raised in Ohio and Utah, where he became a Morman. FREEMAN claimed a pro-CaSTRO group in Utah had caches of guns but did not identify their location. FREEMAN claimed he 

_ for by the Communists and while there taught feliow.students 

DEAN stated FREEMAN gave him the names of ~ Le contacts which he had recorded in a book and made available. ‘+° DEAN stated he had lea FREEMAN to believe he vanted to “3 J°in his cause and FREEMAN stated they needed a safe . cracker since they knew of a safe containing a large sum ~ of money that could be eracked but did not identify it. 

Contacts given DEAN by FREEMAN were as follows: 

TANDRE T, MARTISO 7 — “331 East-9 . - New York 3, Nev York {(who could get papers 

  
Room § . 
East Asia Bank Building 
#10 Desvoeux Road 
Central, Hong Kong (who comes to U. S. about three times a year and has an eirplane ecat manufacturing 
company near the airport at Hiami, Florida. Supposedly a big man in the pro-CASTRO movement and also described by FREEMAN as being in narcotics Frade )/ . 

: - for anyone t2 leave’ the country who wanted to get out) 
Sa | Lf. C. come ° 
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\CUSTAVO MACHADO, an officer 
“In thie Nattonet—€onzress of Venezuela, 
Caracas, Venezuela. 

~{1UIS VALEHCTA, a member of FUAR - 
organization in Columbia 

{DOMINGO RANGEL, of the Venezuelan 
KHIR) af 

(FRANCISCO JULIAO, an attorney 
ain BrazilLyho can obtain legal permits, 
not further identified . 

  

  

Fro! KINGBURG, Isla De Las Mujeres, 
Quintana” R5d, “Mexico "oe 
ne . —J ° {LOMBARD TOLEDANO 
Mexico City;~“Hexico {     DEAN stated that FREEMAN furnished this list as - ‘eontacts who would be sympathetic toward the pro-CASTRO movement throughout the Hemisphere and although DEAN has very little education he had printed these names very | . carefully in an address book which he rade available. 
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FREEMAN also told DEAN that a Phillips 66 Station near Pier 61 or 65 in Miami, Florida, was the contact point for the pro-- 
' CASTRO operations. q . rr 

~ 

DEAN stated although he hes epent most of his ~ life in the prison system of North Carolina that he is 
deeply loyal to this country and ig furnishing this 
information because of this loyalty. He stated he feele 
FREEMAN told him all of this since FREEVAN knew that 
DEAN was a "long termer" and felt DEAN should be bitter 
towards the United States and might be sympathetic 
tovard the pro-CASTRO movement. 
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